We report plasmon enhanced absorption in dye sensitized solar cells (DSSC) over a broad wavelength range. 45% enhancement in the power conversion efficiency is observed with the inclusion of plasmonic gold nanoparticles (NPs). Photocurrent spectra show enhancement over the entire dye absorption range from 450 nm to 700 nm, as well as in the near infrared (NIR) region above 700 nm due to the strong plasmon-induced electric fields produced by the gold NPs. The plasmon-induced electric field distribution of the island-like gold film is also investigated using finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) calculations. Furthermore, photoluminescence spectra are performed in order to rule out the mechanism of plasmon energy transfer through Forster resonance energy transfer.
Introduction
Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) have gained much attention because of their promising power conversion efficiency and low fabrication cost. However, after the initial efficiency of 11% was reported in the mid-1990s [1, 2] , further improvement in cell performance has been slow, and the efficiency has remained considerably lower than theoretical maximum values [3, 4] . Solar energy conversion consists of four basic processes: light absorption, exciton separation, carrier transportation, and collection. Several studies have investigated these four steps to improve cell performance, employing approaches such as increased molecular adsorption [5] , broad spectrum absorption [6] , and multiple exciton generation by a single photon [7, 8] . As an alternative to modifying the absorbing dye molecule, plasmonic metal nanoparticles, which have strong surface plasmon resonance, can be integrated to improve light harvesting. In surface plasmon resonance, the collective oscillation of free electrons confined at the surface of metals can be induced when the frequency of incident light matches the plasmon frequency of irradiated metals [9] [10] [11] . These collective charge oscillations result in substantially enhanced electric fields near the surface of NPs, which can facilitate both light absorption and charge separation [12] .
Plasmonic enhancement has been used in inorganic and organic thin-film solar cells [13] [14] [15] [16] to increase the effective light absorption of host materials. Several methods have been developed for integrating plasmonic NPs into solar cells. For example, plasmonic nanostructures have been patterned on indium tin oxide (ITO) by applying electron beam lithography, which provides high controllability of nanostructures in shape, size, and separation [17] , and nanoparticles have been blended within organic bulk heterojunction solar cells during active layer material synthesis [18, 19] . However, electron beam lithography is still not considered practical for large-scale fabrication, and the blending method poses problems of solubility and nonuniform distribution. Therefore, researchers are still searching for a simple and effective approach to incorporating plasmonic nanostructures into solar cells. This paper proposes a simple and rapid method for fabricating plasmonic DSSCs. In this study, plasmonic NPs were produced using electron beam evaporation of a 5 nm gold (Au) film on the surface of a dye-loaded TiO 2 electrode. Because 5 nm is not a sufficient thickness for forming a continuous Au film, the film forms island-like nanostructures with few-nanometer separation. Strong electric fields within nanogaps between the island structures are referred to as hot spots. In addition to the -characterization of DSSCs, the spectral response of the photocurrent is a measure for determining the enhanced region of absorption. Furthermore, FDTD simulations were conducted to investigate the distribution of plasmon-enhanced electric fields in the island-like nanostructures. Finally, the plasmonic energy transfer mechanism was examined using photoluminescence spectroscopy.
In this study, anodic TiO 2 (ATO) was prepared using electrochemically oxidizing titanium foils in an ethylene glycol electrolyte containing 0.25 wt% NH 4 F and 2 wt% H 2 O with an anodization potential of 30 V applied for 1 h [20, 21] . Crystalline TiO 2 can be achieved by performing an annealing treatment at 450 ∘ C for 5 h after anodization. Raman spectra were recorded after the annealing process and revealed the formation of anatase crystalline phase TiO 2 . Ruthenium-based dye (N719) (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.) was used as a sensitizer in the solar device. The dye-loading process was completed by soaking the ATO anode in the N719 dye solution for 24 h and then rinsing it with isopropyl alcohol to remove the unattached dye on the surface of the ATO. A 5 nm plasmonic Au layer was deposited on the annealed TiO 2 after the dye-loading process by using electron-beam evaporation at a rate of 1Å/s. The counter electrode consisted of ITO with an additional 1 nm layer of platinum (Pt) on the surface, which accelerated the charge transfer process in the reduction of triiodide (I 3 − ) [22] . Finally, the dye-loaded TiO 2 electrode and Pt-coated ITO counter electrode were assembled into a sandwich-type cell by using a hot-melting seal foil at a thickness of 100 m purchased from Solarnix, Inc.
Results and Discussion
The -characteristics of dye-sensitized cells with and without the incorporation of the plasmonic Au layer were measured using an AM 1.5 solar simulator equipped with a 450 W xenon lamp with a power output of 100 mW/cm 2 calibrated according to a reference silicon photodiode. Figure 1(a) shows a comparison of the photovoltaic measurement with and without island-like plasmonic nanostructures subjected to irradiation. The plasmon-enhanced cell exhibited an approximately 45% power conversion enhancement in the photocurrent (1.81 mA/cm 2 ) relative to that of the control cell (1.25 mA/cm 2 ) with a similar value of the open circuit voltage ( oc ) and fill factor (FF), as shown in Table 1 .
Photocurrent spectra were measured with and without the 5 nm Au layer and plotted as a function of wavelength, as shown in Figure 1(b) . The plasmon-enhanced cell exhibited an enhancement in photocurrent over the entire dye absorption range from 450 to 700 nm as well as the near-infrared tail above 700 nm, which was due to additional charges from the TiO 2 and was verified according to the absorption spectrum of the TiO 2 . This broad-band enhancement of the photocurrent in derived from the strong plasmon-induced electric fields and light scattering around the metal nanostructures, which resulted in widely enhanced light absorption in the actively absorbing host materials. Although the enhancement factors (EFs) were large, the overall efficiency of the devices Journal of Nanomaterials 3 Journal of Nanomaterials remained rather low because the samples had a considerably lower surface area compared with current state-of-the-art Gratzel cells. The absolute efficiency can be improved beyond this proof-of-principle study by using host materials with a large surface area, such as TiO 2 nanotubes, or nanowires to increase photon absorption sites.
To develop a comprehensive understanding of the plasmon-induced electric fields, we conducted FDTD simulations of the plasmon-induced electric distribution of the island-like Au film. Figures 2(b)-2(d) show the electromagnetic response of the Au island film, calculated using the FDTD method. We used the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image shown in Figure 2 (a) to define the spatial extent of the Au islands in the simulation. Local hot spots were observed between nearly touching Au nanoparticles. Figure 2(d) shows a cross-sectional plot of the electric field distribution of one of these hot spot regions in the -dimension. In this hot spot region, the electric field intensity at the TiO 2 surface reached 1000 times that of the incident electric field intensity, suggesting that the photon absorption (and hence electron-hole pairs generation) rate was 1000 times higher than that of the incident electromagnetic radiation.
We calculated the enhancement factor on the basis of the results of the FDTD simulation. Because the photon absorption rate is proportional to the electric field squared (| | 2 ), we integrated | | 2 over the whole film and divided it by the integral of the incident electromagnetic field squared (| 0 | 2 ) as follows:
In the -dimension, we integrated only | | 2 from the TiO 2 surface ( = 0) with that from one exciton diffusion length below the surface ( = −10nm). The value for the EF when | | 2 was integrated over the entire simulation area (400 × 300 nm) is 12X. This EF value is higher than that observed in our experiment, most likely because of activity-absorbing N719 dye molecules inside the pores of the ATO structure, which are distant from the plasmonic Au film on the top surface of the ATO. In addition, this plasmon-enhanced absorption process competes with the recombination process because of the presence of metal nanoparticles as a recombination center, which was not considered in this FDTD simulation. However, this value is for a random distribution of Au islands that are not optimized geometrically. If we instead integrated | | 2 over the area of only one hot spot, as shown in Figure 2(c) , an EF of 190X would be yielded. The investigation of the charge transfer of photogenerated electron-hole pairs can be achieved using the photoluminescence (PL) emission spectrum, the signal of which indicates the recombination of free charge carriers. charge carriers was significantly reduced when Au NPs and dye-loaded TiO 2 were integrated.
Finally, photoluminescence spectroscopy is carried out in order to rule out the noncharge transfer mechanism of plasmonic energy. Forster transfer (i.e., radiative energy transfer) depends on the interaction of the resonant dipoles between plasmonic NPs and dye molecules. This noncharge transfer pathway can be examined by taking photoluminescence spectra of plasmonic nanoparticles with phosphorescent dye. It is important to choose the proper phosphorescent dye, which is energetically allowed to absorb the plasmon resonant energy from metal nanoparticles. Here, we performed photoexcitation measurements on samples made of sol-gel TiO 2 , rather than ATO, loaded with the phosphorescent dye and platinum tetra (1,3-di-tert-butylphenyl) tetrabenzoporphyrin (Pt tbu (TPBP)) both with and without 5 nm gold films. The purpose of using phosphorescence dye (TPBP) is to create a scenario of nonoverlap absorption spectrum of the phosphorescence dye and plasmonic resonant energy of gold, as shown in the UV-Vis absorption spectra in Figure 3 . This nonoverlap of absorption enables us to investigate whether or not Forster energy transfer occurs between the plasmons in the metal NPs and the excitons in the phosphorescent dye. Figure 4 shows the phosphorescent emission of the TPBP dye at 760 nm as a function of the incident of scanning wavelengths with/without gold NPs. However, there is no pronounced peak observed at the plasmon resonant wavelength of 532 nm in Figure 4(b) , which is the corresponding plasmon resonant energy of the 5 nm gold film. The absence of a peak at 532 nm in the excitation spectrum indicates that most of plasmon energy is not transferred to the phosphorescent dye for reradiation through the Forster resonance energy transfer mechanism. These results indicate that the improvement of cell performance originates from another path, which we believe is due to the plasmon-induced electric field surrounding the plasmonic NPs.
In conclusion, we have successfully demonstrated plasmonic enhancement of dye sensitized solar cells with up to 45% improvement in the cell power conversion efficiency by simply integrating a layer of island-like plasmonic gold nanoparticles with an N719/TiO 2 DSSC. FDTD simulations are carried out in order to investigate the distribution of the plasmon-induced electric fields in the 5 nm island-like gold film. Furthermore, we believe the enhancement obtained in the dye sensitized cell is attributed to the plasmoninduced electric fields, which strongly increase the exciton generation rate. Photoluminescence spectroscopy rules out the mechanism of plasmon energy transfer through a Forster resonance energy transfer path.
